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ABSTRACT

One aspect of implementing a limited-area ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) involves the specification of
a suitable ensemble of lateral boundary conditions. Two classes of methods to populate a boundary con-
dition ensemble are proposed. In the first class, the ensemble of boundary conditions is provided by an
EnKF on a larger domain and is approximately a random draw from the probability distribution function
for the forecast (or analysis) on the limited-area domain boundary. The second class perturbs around a
deterministic estimate of the state using assumed spatial and temporal covariance relationships. Methods in
the second class are relatively flexible and easy to implement. Experiments that test the utility of these
methods are performed for both an idealized low-dimensional model and limited-area simulations using the
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model; all experiments employ simulated observations under
the perfect model assumption. The performance of the ensemble boundary condition methods is assessed
by comparing the results of each experiment against a control “global” EnKF that extends beyond the
limited-area domain. For all methods tested, results show that errors for the limited-area EnKF are larger
near the lateral boundaries than those from a control EnKF, but decay inside the limited-area domain so
that errors there are comparable to the control case. The relatively larger errors near the boundaries in the
limited-area EnKF originate from not assimilating observations outside the limited-area domain and, in the
second class of methods, from deficiencies in boundary spatial and temporal covariances. Overall, these
experiments suggest that for observation densities typical in numerical weather prediction models, ensemble
boundary conditions can be specified in the absence of a global ensemble without significant penalty in the
domain interior by perturbing around an ensemble mean.

1. Introduction

The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) provides a com-
putationally practical alternative to the extended Kal-
man filter for use in atmospheric data assimilation (e.g.,
Evensen 1994, 2003; Hamill 2006). One attractive prop-
erty of the EnKF is the state-dependent estimate of the
background-error covariance matrix, which controls
how observational information affects model variables.
This attribute may be especially important for meso-

scale data assimilation, where the synoptic-scale bal-
ance relationships (geostrophic and hydrostatic bal-
ance), employed in many existing data assimilation
schemes (Parrish and Derber 1992; Rabier et al. 1998),
are weak or absent. While previous studies do indeed
suggest that the EnKF will be useful for mesoscale ap-
plications (Snyder and Zhang 2003; Dowell et al. 2004),
these studies did not account for the lateral boundary
condition error; accounting for such an error may be
crucial for situations with inflow across domain bound-
aries. Here we address this issue of ensemble boundary
conditions for limited-area EnKFs by exploring a range
of practical options.

Previous work on limited-area modeling has shown
that lateral boundary conditions affect solutions over
the entire domain (Warner et al. 1997). Predictability
on limited-area domains is distinct from global domains
in that growing errors may be advected out of the do-
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main, which along with accurate boundary conditions
on inflow boundaries may lead to enhanced predictabil-
ity relative to global domains (Errico and Baumhefner
1987). Conversely, sensitivity studies have shown that
errors on limited-area domains may be traced back to
the boundaries (Errico et al. 1993), and therefore inac-
curate boundary conditions may result in large forecast
errors (Vukicevic and Errico 1990; Vukicevic and
Paegle 1989; Warner et al. 1989). In general, the size of
the domain and the length of model integration deter-
mine how much the lateral boundaries affect solutions
on the domain interior. Moreover, Nutter et al. (2004a,b)
show that ensemble boundary conditions must be per-
turbed to prevent an ensemble forecast from losing
variance as lead time increases.

The boundary condition error has not been ad-
dressed in past EnKF studies. Most previous EnKF
studies have employed global models that resolve syn-
optic scales (e.g., Houtekamer and Mitchell 2001;
Mitchell et al. 2002; Whitaker and Hamill 2002;
Whitaker et al. 2004). EnKF studies with limited-area
models have used identical boundary conditions for
each ensemble member (Snyder and Zhang 2003;
Dowell et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2006). Here, we explore
a range of possible methods for ensemble boundary
conditions in a limited-area EnKF for two different
models in ideal settings. Although this paper deals with
ensemble data assimilation, we note that the boundary
condition ideas outlined here may also prove useful for
limited-area ensemble forecasting.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines
five methods for generating an ensemble of lateral
boundary conditions—one requiring a global ensemble
and four that do not. Section 3 details the implementa-
tion of these methods in EnKFs applied to a simple
one-dimensional model and the Weather Research and
Forecast (WRF) model. We document the results of the
experiments for the simple model in section 4 and for
the WRF experiments in section 5. A concluding sum-
mary is provided in section 6.

2. Boundary perturbation methods

A common practice in numerical weather prediction
models is to advance the lateral boundary points lin-

early in time, such that Xk,i, a state variable at time tk
and location i on the boundary, evolves according to

Xk�1,i � m�t � Xk,i , �1�

where

m �
Xk�1,i � Xk,i

�tbc
,

and �tbc is the time between boundary updates (tk�1

and tk). Whereas Xk,i comes from the limited-area
analysis, values of Xk�1,i are typically based on fore-
casts from a global model or a model with a larger
domain.

As summarized previously, the specification of later-
al boundary conditions is a key component of limited-
area models. Since lateral boundary conditions are im-
perfect and affect the solution on the domain interior,
an ensemble forecast in a limited-area model requires
an ensemble of lateral boundary conditions. This en-
semble of boundary values X j

k�1,i , where j is the en-
semble member index, must take into account spatial
and temporal covariance relationships to avoid spuri-
ous effects in the interior, while maintaining ensemble
variance.

We define two classes of ensemble boundary condi-
tions, the first of which derives completely from an en-
semble on a larger domain. The absence, in many ap-
plications, of an appropriate larger domain ensemble
motivates the second class, which consists of methods
that parameterize or model the spatial and temporal
covariance relationships of the boundary conditions.
Below we define one implementation of the first class,
and four methods in the second class. This range of
possible methods is not meant to be exhaustive, but
rather to provide a broad sample of techniques that
emphasize the available flexibility in the problem.
Table 1 provides a summary of the essential aspects of
the methods that we now discuss in detail.

a. Global ensemble values (GEVs)

Perhaps the most natural method for ensemble lat-
eral boundary conditions is one that uses values from a
global-model ensemble having the correct short-term

TABLE 1. General characteristics of each ensemble boundary condition method.

GEV CTS GES LAES FCP

Spatial covariance State-dependent
ensemble

Climatology Fixed, assumed Fixed, assumed Fixed, assumed

Temporal
covariance

State-dependent
ensemble

Individual time
series

Autoregressive
model

Autoregressive model Autoregressive
model

Perturbation
scaling

Implicit Scaling parameter Global ensemble
variance

Limited-area ensemble
variance

Scaling parameter
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error statistics, such as might come from an EnKF. This
method involves pairing each limited-area ensemble
member with a global ensemble member. Appealing to
(1), X j

k�1,i is obtained by interpolating the parent glob-
al ensemble member’s short-term forecast onto the
boundary points of the limited-area domain. The main
advantage of this method is that the covariance rela-
tionships are derived from a state-dependent estimate
and thus reflect the covariances of the global domain. A
disadvantage is that errors in, and even the formulation
of, the global model can lead to detrimental incompat-
ibilities on the boundaries; for example, the global and
limited-area model may have different attractors or the
global ensemble could be drawn from the wrong distri-
bution. Furthermore, the global ensemble must have at
least as many members as desired for the limited-area
ensemble.

Presently, such an operational global EnKF system
does not exist. Even assuming a global EnKF system
becomes available, retrospective case studies may re-
quire running a global ensemble if an archived one does
not exist. It is therefore advantageous to seek other
methods that yield results comparable to GEVs, but
that are not as computationally expensive and which
offer greater flexibility.

Next, we introduce a series of methods that populate
an ensemble around a deterministic forecast. In each of
the following methods, X j

k�1,i is calculated from

X k�1,i
j � Xk�1,i � �X k�1,i

j , �2�

where Xk�1,i is the ensemble mean boundary value,
which is given by the best available estimate of bound-
ary points (e.g., from an operational center analysis or
forecast) and �X j

k�1,i is a perturbation for ensemble
member j generated by one of the following methods.

b. Climatology time series (CTS)

The CTS obtains values for �X j
k�1,i from a set of time

series taken from a climatological dataset. Time series
equal in number to the ensemble size are drawn from
climatology starting at arbitrary dates for a length of
time equal to the period of assimilation; each time se-
ries includes all the boundary points and is assigned to
a specific ensemble member. The ensemble mean is
removed from the ensemble and these perturbations
�X j

k�1,i are scaled by an assumed constant. Because this
method does not require a separate, independent glob-
al ensemble, it is less computationally intensive than
GEV.

Spatial and temporal covariances in this case are not
state dependent but rather they estimate climatological

covariances to within sampling errors, and therefore
should reflect the dominant balance relationships such
as the geostrophic or hydrostatic balance. To the extent
that balances are significantly nonlinear, scaling the
perturbations will disrupt the balance. These attributes
are both a strength and a weakness because CTS yields
time series with spatial and temporal covariances from
real atmospheric states, but they are unrelated to the
actual flow. Another drawback is the empirical scaling
of the boundary perturbations.

c. Global ensemble sampling (GES)

It is possible to choose a few boundary points to
perturb and to adjust all other boundary points to main-
tain an assumed balance. We define two methods (GES
and, in section 2d, limited-area ensemble sampling) that
have assumed spatial and temporal covariance relation-
ships, but do not require an empirical scaling factor for
the boundary variance as is needed for CTS. GES con-
sists of choosing boundary points to model as an au-
toregressive process, adjusting all other boundary
points to maintain balance with each of the new per-
turbed boundary points using an assumed fixed covari-
ance matrix, then summing up the perturbations over
all chosen points. Mathematically, this process can be
described via

�X k�1,i
j � �

m�1

Npert

	�a�X k,m
j � 
1 � a2�k,m� k,m

j �Ci-m�,

�3�

where a is the temporal autocorrelation coefficient for
�tbc and Npert is the total number of perturbed bound-
ary points. Here, �X j

k,m is ensemble member j’s devia-
tion from the ensemble mean, Ci-m is the assumed lin-
ear regression coefficient between Xk�1,i and Xk�1,m,
�k,m is the ensemble standard deviation, and  j

k,m are
independent realizations of a normally distributed ran-
dom variable having zero mean and unit variance. In
summary, the first term in (3) uses linear regression to
predict future perturbations given current values and
the second term adds random noise to maintain the
variance.

In the present method, �k,m is taken to be the sample
standard deviation from a global ensemble at the mth
grid point. If a global ensemble exists with fewer mem-
bers than needed, this method may be used to augment
the ensemble for use in the GEV method; here we
consider the case where the global ensemble is simply
sampled for its variance to populate a random en-
semble. Similarly, the global ensemble could be used to
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estimate Ci-m at each tk, but we will only consider the
case that Ci-m is fixed and independent of tk. This
method is attractive because it uses a state-dependent
variance estimate, but may suffer from sampling errors
in that estimate and from deficiencies in the assumed
temporal autocorrelation coefficient and spatial cova-
riances Ci-m, which are state independent.

d. Limited-area ensemble sampling (LAES)

This method is similar to GES, but uses the standard
deviation given by the limited-area ensemble analysis
on the boundary points as the source of �k,m in (3). One
defect of this method is that the ensemble variance de-
creases too much with time because analysis errors are
typically smaller than forecast errors; therefore, the
limited-area ensemble boundary variance is inflated by
a small amount. It is also not clear that the limited-area
ensemble analyses reflect the uncertainty in the global
fields because they lack information about observations
and error evolution outside the domain. An advantage
of this method is that it is completely self-contained,
requiring no external data. Like the previous method,
the use of assumed spatial and temporal covariances is
a weakness.

e. Fixed covariance perturbations (FCPs)

Unlike the previous two methods, which only directly
perturb a limited number of boundary points, this
method employs fixed spatial and temporal covariance
relationships to create perturbations in all boundary
points and fields. Here, we assume that the boundary
perturbations are random draws from a normal distri-
bution with zero mean and covariance matrix Pb, which
we shall denote by N(O, Pb). The temporal evolution of
the boundary perturbations is assumed to be an autore-
gressive process such that

�X k�1,i
j � a�X k,i

j � 
1 � a2X̃ k,i
j , �4�

where a is the temporal autocorrelation coefficient for
�tbc and X̃ j

k,i is a scaled sample from N(O, Pb). In gen-
eral, it is nontrivial to construct and sample from Pb for
systems with a high-dimensional multivariate state.
Fortunately, variational assimilation systems typically
include sophisticated models for Pb and are often avail-
able in a form that makes sampling from N(O, Pb)
straightforward (e.g., Andersson et al. 2000; Barker et
al. 2004). One of the main advantages of this method is
that balanced perturbations can be created without
storing large amounts of data as may be required for

GEV and CTS; however, this method may suffer from
a lack of state-dependent information.

3. Experiments

a. Simple model

A simple one-dimensional model is used to explore
the boundary condition methods described above in a
controlled setting (Lorenz and Emanuel 1998, hereafter
LE). This model has proven useful in EnKF experi-
ments because it qualitatively relates to midlatitude dy-
namics and has low computational cost (e.g., Anderson
2001; Whitaker and Hamill 2002). At each grid point i
the model is defined by

dXi

dt
� �Xi�1 � Xi�2 �Xi�1 � Xi � F, �5�

where the terms on the right-hand side can be thought
of as representing advection, dissipation, and forcing,
respectively, of an unspecified, nondimensional meteo-
rological quantity. Long integrations of this model with
F � 8 yield a time-mean value for Xi of 2.3 and variance
of 13.

We define a “global” version of the model using
80 grid points and periodic boundary conditions (i.e.,
X81 � X1), and a “limited-area” version of the model
using 50 grid points and specified lateral boundary con-
ditions. Global and limited-area grid points are collo-
cated, eliminating the need for interpolation. Inspec-
tion of (5) reveals that the limited-area domain contains
three grid points that must be specified, two on the left
boundary and one on the right (i � 1, 2, 50); these
boundary points are interpolated linearly in time via
(1).

All experiments are performed in a perfect-model
context with truth taken as a long integration from a
randomly generated initial state for a total duration of
10 000 assimilation times. Sixty global ensemble mem-
bers are created by randomly drawing from model cli-
matology and limited-area members are initialized
from the global ensemble. Each assimilation time is
0.05 model time units long; one model time unit can be
thought of as 120 h (Lorenz and Emanuel 1998). Ob-
servations are taken from the truth state with added
Gaussian random error having zero mean and a vari-
ance of 0.5; observation errors are assumed uncorre-
lated. At each time tk, 40 observations located in be-
tween every other grid point [yk,i � 1⁄2(Xk,2i � Xk,2i�1),
i � 1, 2, 3, . . . , 40] are assimilated on the global domain.
For the limited-area EnKF, only the 25 observations
located within the limited-area domain are assimilated.

One of the drawbacks of EnKFs is spurious long-
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distance covariances due to undersampling, which
yield erroneous corrections to the background field
(Houtekamer and Mitchell 1998, 2001; Hamill et al.
2001). To overcome this problem, observation influ-
ence is localized during the assimilation using the Gas-
pari and Cohn (1999) fifth-order piecewise rational
function given by their Eq. (4.10); 25 grid points from
the observation location the covariances reach zero.
We employ the ensemble square root filter so that ob-
servations are unperturbed (Whitaker and Hamill
2002).

Spurious covariances also artificially reduce the vari-
ance of the ensemble, thus producing an overconfident
estimate of the state (Hamill et al. 2001). Anderson and
Anderson (1999) showed that inflating the ensemble
perturbations by a small amount can overcome this as-
pect of undersampling. We choose the covariance in-
flation factor so that the time-averaged ratio of the rms
error of the global ensemble mean to the average rms
error of each global ensemble member is 0.71, as ex-
pected for a 60-member ensemble (Murphy 1988). The
resulting inflation factor (1.007) is employed for all LE
experiments. Details regarding the implementation of
the boundary condition methods are summarized in
Table 2.

b. WRF model

The experiments performed with the WRF model
(Skamarock et al. 2005) are designed to mimic the
simple model experiments as closely as possible. Be-
cause WRF is a limited-area model, we create a
pseudoglobal domain (PGD) with boundaries well re-

moved from the limited-area domain.1 Boundary points
are linearly interpolated in time by (1).

The chosen domain has 100-km grid spacing over 90
grid points in each horizontal direction and 27 vertical
levels (Fig. 1). This relatively coarse horizontal grid is
employed to test the boundary methods on scales with
well-known dynamics and covariance relationships
(e.g., approximately geostrophic and hydrostatic). The
limited-area domain (50 grid points in each horizontal
direction) shares the PGD grid and vertical levels such
that interpolation is not required and both domains re-
solve the same scales of motion and topography (Fig.
1).2

All experiments are performed under the perfect-
model assumption for 15 days with observation assimi-
lation every 6 h. Initial and boundary conditions for the
truth run are derived from National Centers for Envi-
ronmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecasting Sys-
tem (GFS) analyses every 6 h starting at 1800 UTC 18
March 2003.3

1 “Well removed” is defined here such that solutions on the
limited-area domain boundaries are unaffected by the location of
the PGD boundaries.

2 All model runs employ the Medium Range Forecast Model-
boundary layer scheme, and no cloud microphysics. On the PGD,
a lateral boundary zone three grid points wide provides a transi-
tion from specified time behavior to free time behavior; the outer
boundary point is specified by interpolated GFS values and the
inner two boundary points by a linear combination of interpolated
GFS values and WRF dynamics.

3 This period was chosen because of the rich variety of weather
systems (cutoff cyclones, ridges, strong surface cyclones, etc.) that
affected the area of interest.

TABLE 2. Details regarding the implementation of ensemble boundary condition methods of the second class in LE and WRF.

LE model WRF model

CTS
Time series source Random integrated states Sample from 1 yr of GFS analyses
Scaling 0.09 (time series variance � global ensemble) 0.11 (time series variance � global ensemble)

GES
Perturbation points Every boundary point Temperature at sigma-level 0.737 at every fourth point
Variance source Global ensemble Global ensemble
Spatial covariance Time-averaged covariance WRF 3D-VAR NCEP covariance
Autocorrelation 0.94 (calculated from global ensemble) 0.55 (calculated from global ensemble)

LAES
Perturbation points Every boundary point Temperature at sigma-level 0.737 at every fourth point
Variance inflation 1.05 (calculated from global ensemble) 1
Spatial covariance Time-averaged covariance WRF 3D-VAR NCEP covariance
Autocorrelation 0.94 (calculated from global ensemble) 0.55 (calculated from global ensemble)

FCP
Spatial covariance Time averaged covariance WRF 3D-VAR NCEP covariance
Scaling 0.40 (increment variance � global ensemble) 0.65 (increment variance � global ensemble)
Autocorrelation 0.94 (calculated from global ensemble) 0.55 (calculated from global ensemble)
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Whitaker et al. (2004) showed that surface pressure
observations are sufficient to constrain the tropospheric
mass field using an EnKF in a sparse observation net-
work. Thus, for simplicity, we assimilate only surface
pressure (technically, column-integrated dry-air mass)
every 6 h for an idealized observation network on both
the global and limited-area domains. The global obser-
vation network is a randomly located, uniformly dis-
tributed collection of 250 grid points, 72 of which are
located within the limited-area domain (Fig. 1). Addi-
tive observation errors are uncorrelated and Gaussian
with zero mean and a variance of 1.0 hPa.

As for the LE experiments, ad hoc steps are taken to
overcome the effect of ensemble undersampling. Co-
variance localization is again accomplished by the Gas-
pari and Cohn compact correlation function that re-
duces the covariances to zero at a radius of 3000 km
from an observation. Global and limited-area ensemble
covariance inflation factors of 1.06 and 1.075, respec-
tively, are determined by calibrating the system by the
time-average ratio of the rms error in the ensemble
mean to the average rms error in each ensemble mem-
ber for the dry-air mass field.

A 100-member PGD ensemble is initialized with 100
GFS lagged forecasts validating within 12 h of 1800
UTC 18 March 2003. An assimilation step is performed
prior to the first forecast in order to reduce the en-
semble variance; the limited-area domain ensemble
is initialized by a similar procedure. To generate

ensemble boundary conditions for the PGD, the CTS
method is employed using time series of GFS analyses
and an empirically derived scaling factor of 0.125. De-
tails regarding the implementation of the boundary
condition methods for the limited-area domain are
summarized in Table 2.

4. Simple model results

Three diagnostics are used to evaluate the different
boundary condition methods. The rms error over space
and time is defined as

E �� 1
Nt

1
Nx

�
k�1

Nt

�
i�1

Nx

�Xk,i � X k,i
t �2. �6�

The rms error as a function of time is defined as

Ek �� 1
Nx

�
i�1

Nx

�Xk,i � X k,i
t �2, �7�

and the rms error as a function of space is defined as

Ei �� 1
Nt

�
k�1

Nt

�Xk,i � X k,i
t �2. �8�

Here, Xk,i is the ensemble mean at time tk and location
i, X t

k,i is the corresponding value of truth, and Nx and Nt

are the number of grid points and number of times,
respectively.

Figure 2 shows that after a spinup of 50 assimilation
times, the global ensemble rms error in the simple
model is stable in time, exhibiting only short-lived de-
viations from the time-mean value of Ek (0.30), which is
60% less than the observation error. This error distri-
bution indicates that assimilating 40 observations leads
to smaller errors in the global ensemble state than just

FIG. 1. The WRF PGD (full grid), limited-area domain (inner
box), and surface pressure observation network (dots). Shading
indicates the model surface elevation every 600 m.

FIG. 2. The rms error as a function of time (Ek) for the LE
global ensemble.
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interpolating the observations alone; similar results are
obtained for other the other boundary condition meth-
ods (not shown). As expected, the global ensemble has
the smallest rms error over space and time, but all
boundary methods have rms errors within 5% of the
global ensemble’s value (Table 3). Perturbing the lat-
eral boundaries is critical to these results: rms errors
increase by an order of magnitude over the values in
Table 3 when each limited-area domain ensemble
member receives the same lateral boundary conditions.
For this case when a single boundary condition is used,
the ensemble loses variance and becomes overconfi-
dent in its estimate of the state; therefore, little weight
is given to new observations, and errors increase.

Whereas the global ensemble has uniform errors in
space because of the periodicity of the model and uni-
formity of the observation network, the limited-area
domain results show larger errors near the lateral
boundaries. More precisely, Fig. 3 shows the differ-
ences in the rms error as a function of space between
each limited-area domain boundary-method experi-
ment and the global ensemble (E method

i � E global
i ); posi-

tive values indicate where errors are larger than the
global ensemble on the limited-area domain. Error dif-
ferences in the limited-area domain interior are indis-
tinguishable from the global ensemble, but positive dif-
ferences exist near the boundaries. A few of the meth-
ods actually have error differences that are slightly
negative, but this may be due to the limited number of
analyses used to compute the statistics. The increased
error near the boundaries results from two sources
other than linear time interpolation: fewer observations
assimilated near lateral boundaries, and boundary co-
variance assumptions. Daley (1992) showed that assimi-
lating observations with a Kalman filter in a periodic
domain with a data void leads to larger errors near the
interface between the areas with sparse and dense ob-
servations, similar to these experiments where the lim-
ited-area domain does not assimilate observations out-
side the domain. GEV has the smallest errors among all
limited-area domain boundary methods since it has
state-dependent boundary covariances. The differences

in rms error between the global ensemble and limited-
area ensembles are reduced by assimilating with a
denser observation network. For example, when rerun-
ning each experiment with twice as many observations,
the maximum error differences near the boundaries are
reduced by 30% for the methods that use assumed co-
variances as compared with Fig. 3 (not shown).

We attempted to separate boundary condition errors
due to temporal interpolation from those due to not
assimilating observations outside the limited-area do-
main by performing an experiment where a global en-
semble only assimilates the observations from the lim-
ited-area domain. This global ensemble is used as
boundary conditions for a second GEV experiment, de-
noted GEV2. The rms error differences between GEV2
and the new global ensemble are nearly zero near the
left boundary, but are similar to rms error differences
between GEV and the original global ensemble on the
right boundary. This result suggests that the lack of
observations is the dominant source of extra rms error
near the left boundary where information is entering
the domain, but time interpolation is the largest rms
error source on the right boundary where information
is leaving the domain.

Recall from section 2 that we defined two classes of
methods, one that uses state-dependent statistics and
another that uses assumed statistics. Even though CTS
and FCP differ in part by their treatment of the tem-
poral evolution of the boundary perturbations, these
two methods have similar errors (Fig. 3). This suggests
that the temporal behavior of the boundary conditions
can be approximated well by an autoregressive model.

TABLE 3. The rms error over space and time (E ) for each
boundary method with the LE model.

Boundary method Rms error (E )

Global ensemble 0.30
GEV 0.31
CTS 0.32
FCP 0.31
GES 0.31
LAES 0.32

FIG. 3. Difference between each method’s rms error as a func-
tion of space and the global ensemble’s rms error as a function of
space (E method

i � E global
i ) for all limited-area domain grid points.

Positive values indicate rms errors greater than the global en-
semble.
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In supplementary experiments, we varied the autocor-
relation coefficient and scaling parameter for the FCP
method. These experiments suggest that for small scal-
ing parameters (less than 0.5; i.e., small ensemble vari-
ance), the error differences are similar for all autocor-
relation values used; however, for larger scaling param-
eters (�0.80; i.e., larger ensemble variance), the default
autocorrelation coefficient (a � 0.94) lead to 20%
smaller error differences near the left boundary as com-
pared with white noise (a � 0, not shown).

GES has the smallest errors among the methods that
use assumed covariance relationships. This is because
the state-dependent ensemble variance used in this
method scales the ensemble perturbations consistent
with the state, which yields smaller forecast errors near
the boundaries as compared with the CTS and FCP
methods, which have fixed, state-independent variance.

Even though GES and LAES use similar procedures,
they yield different results because of the variance es-
timate (�k,m) used for (3). We assume that the ratio of
the 0.05 time-unit forecast variance to the analysis vari-
ance is constant (1.05) when inflating the limited-area
ensemble variance; however, this ratio actually ranges
from 0.5–3.5. As such, the LAES ensemble boundary
conditions will often have the wrong estimate of en-
semble variance, leading to larger forecast errors dur-
ing subsequent integrations. Furthermore, the autocor-
relation coefficient is important for both GES and
LAES; error differences double when white noise (a �
0) is assumed.

In summary, these results, which are based on LE,
indicate that, as expected, the state-dependent covari-
ances for boundary conditions from a global EnKF
(GEV) produce the smallest errors, although all meth-
ods have rms errors over space and time that are within
5% of the global ensemble method. Moreover, an au-
toregressive model appears to provide a good approxi-
mation for the temporal evolution of the boundary per-
turbations, and a variance estimate from a global en-
semble is preferable to scaling ensemble boundary
perturbations with a constant factor.

5. WRF results

We proceed to evaluate the performance of the
boundary condition methods in a WRF EnKF, with the
following considerations. Unlike the one-dimensional
LE model, which has only three boundary points, WRF
has four two-dimensional lateral boundaries; covari-
ance relationships among boundary points are there-
fore an important concern. For these experiments, the
model is dry and the model state is represented by six
prognostic variables (vector wind components u, �, and

w, temperature, height, and dry-air mass). Two differ-
ent metrics are evaluated: error in the dry-air mass (ob-
served), and error in the 500-hPa geopotential height
(unobserved); other tropospheric fields give similar re-
sults, including vertical motion. We note that the ob-
servation network used here is sparse when compared
with the LE experiments. The ratio of the number of
degrees of freedom to number of observations for LE is
2:1; whereas for the WRF experiments the ratio is ap-
proximately 5000:1.

Figure 4 shows that the PGD rms error as a function
of time for both dry-air mass and 500-hPa height ex-
hibits no obvious trend; therefore, the 250 surface pres-
sure observations constrain the state. The rms error in
dry-air mass (Fig. 4a) is approximately 0.7 hPa after 3
days, which is 30% smaller than the observation errors,
thus indicating that assimilating observations on 3% of
the dry-air mass grid points leads to smaller error than
just simply interpolating the observations. Table 4

FIG. 4. (a) The rms error as a function of time (Ek) for the WRF
PGD dry-air mass field over all grid points in the limited-area
domain. (b) Same as in (a) but for 500-hPa geopotential height.
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shows that the PGD ensemble has the lowest rms error
over space and time in the dry-air mass field although
all methods have rms errors within 35% of the PGD
value. Although midtropospheric observations are not
assimilated, the 500-hPa height field is effectively con-
strained by the surface pressure observations, consis-
tent with the results of Whitaker et al. (2004). Similar to
the dry-air mass field errors, all boundary methods
have 500-hPa geopotential height rms errors over space
and time within 25% of the PGD value (Table 4).
Moreover, all boundary condition methods have quali-
tatively similar plots to Figs. 4a,b and are therefore not
shown. In an experiment where each limited-area do-
main ensemble member received the same boundary
conditions, errors in the dry-air mass and 500-hPa
height increased by a factor of 2 over the values in
Table 4 after 8 days of integration for reasons similar to
those presented for the LE model. To infer the impact
of observations, we integrated the ensemble for 15 days
without assimilating observations. The results of this
experiment reveal that the assimilation of surface pres-
sure observations leads to approximately a factor of
three decrease in the rms error in both fields relative to
the case without assimilation (not shown).

The impact of observations on analysis error is illus-
trated by the spatial structure of the rms error for the
PGD run (Fig. 5). Generally, errors are smaller close to
observation sites and greater in observation network
gaps, notably over the central United States, Saskatch-
ewan, Canada, and eastern Mexico. The areas of largest
error are also collocated with grid points that have the
highest variance about the 15-day time mean. Signifi-
cant errors are found over eastern Mexico, where co-
variance fields tend to be anisotropic and oriented pri-
marily along the terrain. Therefore, observations on the
Mexican Plateau and the Gulf of Mexico yield small
corrections along the sloping model topography.

In contrast to the dry-air mass field, errors in the
500-hPa geopotential height field (Fig. 5b) reflect the
mean path of significant weather systems during this
period, rather than the observation network. Areas of
largest errors are collocated with grid points that expe-

rience persistent shortwave-trough passages and have
the highest variance in 500-hPa geopotential height
about the 15-day time mean.

The rms error differences between the PGD and lim-
ited-area domain boundary condition experiments (Fig.
6a) support the previous LE results by indicating that

TABLE 4. Same as in Table 3, but for each boundary method
and each metric with the WRF model.

Boundary method Dry-air mass (hPa) 500-hPa height (m)

Global ensemble 0.63 9.58
GEV 0.68 10.16
CTS 0.72 11.69
FCP 0.72 10.00
GES 0.78 11.31
LAES 0.83 11.45

FIG. 5. (a) The rms error as a function of space (Ei) in the WRF
PGD dry-air mass field (hPa). (b) Same as in (a) but for 500-hPa
geopotential height (m). Dots indicate observation locations.
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the rms error in the dry-air mass is larger near the
lateral boundaries, particularly near large gaps in the
observation network (e.g., Hudson Bay and Vancouver
Island). Along each of the four lateral boundaries, er-
rors are approximately 0.5 hPa larger than for the PGD;
just a few points into the interior, however, errors are
similar to those for the PGD. All methods have quali-
tatively similar rms error differences compared with the
PGD, so only FCP is shown in this figure. Note that

these results are not exclusive to surface pressure ob-
servations. A similar error-difference profile is ob-
tained when assimilating temperature observations at
three different vertical levels at the same sites as the dry
airmass observations (not shown).

We create a composite that takes into account the
rms error as a function of distance from the boundary,
similar to Fig. 3a for LE. The composite in Fig. 6b is
produced by averaging the rms error differences over
all grid points as a function of the minimum distance
from each grid point to a lateral boundary; grid points
near the corners of the domain are only considered
once. In general, errors are larger near the lateral
boundaries, but are nearly indistinguishable from the
PGD field 500 km into the domain interior (�5 grid
points). Figure 6b also suggests that assumed boundary
covariances and state-dependent covariances have simi-
lar errors for the dry-air mass. This compares to the
LE results, which showed that methods with state-
dependent covariances have smaller errors near the
boundaries. Methods with assumed covariances may
have rms errors similar to methods with state-
dependent covariances for WRF because the dominant
covariance length scale is relatively large compared
with the grid spacing. In contrast, the covariance length
scale in LE is on the order of a few grid points, so
observations away from the boundaries have little in-
fluence on near-boundary points.

Similar to Fig. 6a, Fig. 7a shows the rms error differ-
ences between FCP and PGD for the 500-hPa geopo-
tential height field. The rms errors are larger for FCP
along the boundaries, although the largest errors are
located in the interior of the domain over Michigan,
which may be because of a small number of samples for
these experiments. Specifically, the errors over Michi-
gan can be traced to errors in two amplifying shortwave
troughs in strong northwesterly flow. This region of
increased error only exists for methods that use as-
sumed boundary covariances, suggesting that the north-
ern boundary’s assumed covariances did not accurately
model the error as the trough entered the domain. The
second area of larger errors near Hudson Bay is asso-
ciated with an eastward-propagating trough along the
northern boundary; although this trough is resolved on
the PGD, it is treated by a combination of linear ten-
dencies and model dynamics on the limited-area do-
main because of its proximity to the lateral boundary.

Constructing an analogous composite to Fig. 6b for
500-hPa geopotential height (Fig. 7b) also shows that
the error differences decline toward the domain inte-
rior; however, more significant differences exist among
the methods near the boundaries in this field as com-
pared with the dry-air mass, indicating that some co-

FIG. 6. (a) The difference between the rms error as a function of
space in dry-air mass for the FCP method and the rms error as a
function of space for the PGD dry-air mass field at corresponding
grid points (hPa). Shading indicates positive differences (i.e.,
larger errors than PGD), while contours denote negative differ-
ences in 0.1-hPa increments. Dots are observation locations. (b)
Composite rms error differences in each boundary method’s dry-
air mass field as a function of distance from the boundary.
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variance assumptions lead to smaller errors for unob-
served fields.

To separate the impact of extra observations assimi-
lated by PGD outside the limited-area domain, another
experiment is performed, where a PGD EnKF is cycled
for the same 15-day period only assimilating the obser-
vations within the limited-area domain. This ensemble
is then used for boundary conditions on a GEV assimi-
lation experiment, which we denoted GEV2. The rms
error differences between GEV2 and the PGD that
supplied the boundary conditions show (Fig. 6b) a re-
duction of 60% near the lateral boundaries for the dry-
air mass as compared with the rms error differences
between the control PGD and GEV. At 500 hPa the

difference field is reduced by only 20% near the bound-
ary as compared with rms error differences between the
control PGD and GEV; this is because dry-air mass
observations have a larger impact on the dry-air mass
field than on the 500-hPa height field. These results
imply that a large portion of increased near-boundary
error for GEV is due to not assimilating observations
outside the limited-area domain, and that the remain-
ing error is likely due to temporal interpolation. It
should be noted that the mere implementation of lat-
eral boundary conditions is a source of error. William-
son and Browning (1974) ran simulations where the
global and limited-area domains shared the same grid
points, spacing, initial conditions, and the limited area
domain boundary points were updated every time step
with global model values. Despite the similar setup of
the two domains, the resulting forecast on the limited-
area domain was different than the forecast on the
global domain.

Figures 6b and 7b show that rms errors are similar to
or smaller for the FCP method as compared with the
CTS method. The differences in temporal and spatial
covariances contribute to this result. One might expect
the FCP spatial covariances to be better than the CTS
spatial covariances since the FCP covariance model is
based on forecast differences, while the CTS covariance
model is based on differences from states drawn from
climatology. Similar to the LE model experiments, the
error in FCP is found to be relatively insensitive to the
choice of autocorrelation coefficient (not shown).

Contrary to LE results, Figs. 6b and 7b suggest that
even though GES uses a state-dependent variance es-
timate to scale boundary perturbations, FCP and CTS
have smaller errors when applied to a WRF EnKF. As
noted in Table 2, we directly perturb the model sigma-
level 0.737 temperature on the boundary; therefore,
only this field has boundary perturbations with explicit
state-dependent variance. Boundary perturbations in
all other fields are calculated to maintain balance with
the prescribed temperature perturbations, thus the
variance in these other fields may not match the global
ensemble’s estimate. The results presented here are
sensitive to the field chosen to perturb; errors are larger
in an experiment where we perturb only the boundary
dry-air mass instead of temperature. LAES has larger
error than GES for both fields since the temperature
variance in LAES is scaled by the limited-area analysis
variance, which may not reflect the external forecast
error as for the global ensemble variance used in GES.

6. Discussion and conclusions

We have presented several methods for creating an
ensemble of lateral boundary conditions for use in a

FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 6, but for 500-hPa geopotential height
(units: m).
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limited-area EnKF. The most obvious ensemble bound-
ary conditions come from an EnKF run outside the
limited-area domain, and this method yields the lowest
errors. Because such an ensemble may often be un-
available, or of the wrong size or resolution, a range of
practical alternative boundary conditions have been ex-
plored. The results are encouraging because they sug-
gest that errors for the alternative methods are only
modestly larger than for the control case, and that these
errors are limited to an error “boundary layer” near the
edges of the limited-area domain. Moreover, the alter-
native boundary conditions are relatively computation-
ally inexpensive compared with the cost of the EnKF
on a larger domain, and they offer a range of flexibility
in specifying the boundary conditions. The perfor-
mance of these methods has been demonstrated in a
simple one-dimensional model (LE) and in the WRF
model.

The magnitude and horizontal distribution of the
boundary errors depend on the covariance assumptions
related to each method, with state-dependent covari-
ances leading to reduced boundary errors, especially
for unobserved fields. For example, the control case
(GEV) had the lowest errors among all methods for
both LE and WRF, which demonstrates the positive
impact of state-dependent covariances near the bound-
aries. Unfortunately, most operational centers are not
currently producing short-range ensemble forecasts
with the appropriate statistical properties for the GEV
method; therefore, current implementations of this
method require computing an expensive global en-
semble for use in the limited-area EnKF.

Fortunately, our experiments also showed that there
exists a second class of computationally inexpensive
methods based on assumed spatial and temporal cova-
riances for lateral boundary conditions that may pro-
vide a useful alternative to the GEV method. One such
method, CTS, employs ensemble perturbations gener-
ated by scaling deviations from randomly drawn clima-
tological time series. Similar to all methods in this sec-
ond class, errors for CTS were comparable to GEV for
observed fields, but were larger for unobserved fields
near the boundaries. Again, this suggests the impor-
tance of state-dependent cross-variable covariances.
Moreover, since the boundary perturbation scaling is
fixed, the boundary variance is not state dependent,
which may result in forecast errors with the wrong vari-
ance.

Among the methods in the second class with assumed
spatial covariances, FCP had the smallest errors.
Boundary perturbations in this case were cheaply
generated by drawing from a specified multivariate
Gaussian distribution, such as the covariance model for

the WRF three-dimensional variational data assimila-
tion (3DVAR) algorithm. In this method, the state-
independent spatial covariance used on the boundaries
comes from forecast differences and are representative
of short-term forecast errors (Rabier et al. 1998), thus
they are probably more appropriate than random cli-
matological perturbations. As with CTS, a potential
drawback of this method is that boundary perturbations
are scaled empirically. It may be possible to choose the
scaling factor adaptively at each assimilation time based
on the statistics of the innovation vector, but we have
not explored this possibility.

A generalization of the fixed covariance method,
GES, employs a large-scale ensemble only to estimate
the ensemble variance. This method is attractive be-
cause of its low computational cost, and ability to use a
global ensemble with fewer members than desired on
the limited-area domain. Only a subset of the degrees
of freedom is directly perturbed on the boundaries, and
an assumed covariance model is used to perturb all
other points. We note that although the perturbed
points have the variance of the global ensemble, the
adjusted points in general will not. Experiments pre-
sented here show that the quality of the analyses varied
depending on the choice of points; thus, deciding what
fields to perturb is problematic. Finally, a variant on the
GES method, LAES, uses scaled estimates of ensemble
variance from the limited-area ensemble analyses. This
method tends to have larger errors than GES because
the variance of the forecast boundary perturbations
originate from the limited-area analyses, which may not
be representative of forecast errors near the lateral
boundaries.

Two of the above boundary methods can be com-
bined using a coarse grid nesting approach resulting in
state-dependent boundary covariances at a reasonable
computational cost. On the coarse (outer) grid, a lim-
ited-area ensemble may be forced by a method from
the second class outlined here. Assimilation of obser-
vations on this domain produces state-dependent fore-
cast covariances, and allows the use of the best method,
GEV, on the finer (inner) nests. In theory, this proce-
dure should result in state-dependent covariances on
the finescale domain boundaries, without the cost of
running a true global ensemble. Furthermore, this ap-
proach also allows for observations outside the inner
nested domain to affect the state in the inner domain
because an ensemble of observation estimates is avail-
able from the coarse grid. Another potential option for
situations with sparse observations near the lateral
boundaries involves linearly combining the limited-area
analysis ensemble mean with a deterministic global
analysis, similar to the relaxation zone procedure used
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for forecasts on the boundaries of limited-area models.
Future work will focus on testing these ideas in meso-
scale EnKF applications.
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